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ABSTRACT

This study presents a single-class and multi-class instance segmentation approach applied to ancient Palmyrene
inscriptions, employing two state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms, namely YOLOv8 and Roboflow 3.0. The
goal is to contribute to the preservation and understanding of historical texts, showcasing the potential of modern
deep learning methods in archaeological research. Our research culminates in several key findings and scientific
contributions. We comprehensively compare the performance of YOLOv8 and Roboflow 3.0 in the context of
Palmyrene character segmentation—this comparative analysis mainly focuses on the strengths and weaknesses
of each algorithm in this context. We also created and annotated an extensive dataset of Palmyrene inscriptions, a
crucial resource for further research in the field. The dataset serves for training and evaluating the segmentation
models. We employ comparative evaluation metrics to quantitatively assess the segmentation results, ensuring the
reliability and reproducibility of our findings and we present custom visualization tools for predicted segmentation
masks. Our study advances the state of the art in semi-automatic reading of Palmyrene inscriptions and establishes
a benchmark for future research. The availability of the Palmyrene dataset and the insights into algorithm
performance contribute to the broader understanding of historical text analysis.
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1 Introduction

Palmyra, known as Tadmur in Arabic, is an ancient city located in the Syrian desert. It is also
an essential part of human history. Its archaeological significance lies not only in its physical ruins,
but also in the inscriptions carved into the buildings and into the funerary stelae. These inscriptions
represent a valuable repository of knowledge that records the Palmyrene dialect of Aramaic, its
culture, and the records of ancient Palmyrene society. However, uncovering the secret written on these
inscriptions poses challenges for the scientific community.
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Deciphering and analyzing these historical texts have interested scientists, historians, and archae-
ologists for generations, and until now it has only ever been done by linguists, not by machines.
Therefore, applying deep learning (DL) methods is a transformative force, making the work of linguists
easier and allowing the non-scholarly public access to texts that would otherwise be incomprehensible
to them. Deep learning algorithms, including deep neural networks, offer automation in letter classi-
fication and segmentation, which can be a potential solution to the complexity of the transcription of
Palmyrene inscriptions.

Previous research [1] dealt with classifying Palmyrene characters from handwritten transcripts
and photographs and their augmentation [2]. It addressed the classification in two ways. The first way
is to divide a dataset of Palmyrene characters into squares that each contain one letter; the second
way is to handwrite an EMNIST-like dataset using special software and a mouse pen tablet and then
make both classifiers available in an Android mobile application and an online application [3], using
a custom neural network which was chosen as the best performing from 10 different architectures.
As photographs classification did not achieve satisfactory results initially, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) are employed to expand the classification dataset, improving the outcomes by 120%.
The research plan for segmenting Palmyrene characters was presented at a conference in 2023 [4].

Based on deep learning principles, this study aims to evaluate and compare the performance of
state-of-the-art DL instance segmentation algorithms in Palmyrene character segmentation. Through
data collection in collaboration with several museums worldwide, photo analysis, pre-processing, man-
ual review of published transcriptions, and custom annotation in the Roboflow annotation platform,
the computing power of DL is employed to solve the unique challenges posed by transcriptions of
ancient inscriptions.

2 Structure

The article is structured as follows:

Section 3—Related Work-presents other works that describe developing an ancient or alive
language Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and comment on the proposed methods. It also
presents other relevant studies that utilize instance segmentation and the research gap.

Section 4—Data Collection and Preparation-describes how the data were obtained from the
museums, checks the published transliterations to indicate if they align with the photographs, and adds
the transliterations to photos that did not have them available. It also describes the pre-processing and
annotation process and its challenges and defines the number of classes to work with.

Section 5—Methodology-introduces two approaches-single-and multi-class segmentation-and
algorithms used-YOLOv8 and Roboflow 3.0. It explains the advantages and disadvantages of each
method and describes the training, hyperparameters, and evaluation metrics. It also presents the
custom scripts developed for letter sorting and visualization.

Section 6—Results-includes individual network training, testing, quantitative metrics, and visual-
ization of results.

Sections 7 through 9 discuss the results, next steps, and conclusion. At the end, statements,
acknowledgments, and references are presented, followed by Appendices A and B that provide details
of the models’ training and testing.
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3 Related Work

Developing OCR or Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms for languages lacking
existing solutions is an essential part of preservation and making it easier to process documents in
that given language. This applies to historical texts, such as Egyptian hieroglyphs [5], Sanskrit [6], and
different types of cuneiform [7] and living languages.

For instance, a Turkish OCR system [8] employs commonly available OCR algorithms-CuneiForm
Cognitive OpenOCR, GNU License Open-source Character Recogniton (GOCR), and Tesseract [9]-
to handle a dataset consisting of scans and photos of Turkish texts. Another was designed for Icelandic
to aid in digitizing the Fjolnir magazine, housing historical texts [10]. Character recognition has also
been developed for Bangla [11], presenting unique challenges due to the variability of characters and
the presence of ligatures (conjunctions of characters). Oni et al. [12] developed an OCR algorithm
based on generated training data. They scanned images of Yoruba texts written in Latin script and
reached 3.138% character error rate using the Times New Roman font.

There are comparative performance studies for or languages with many OCR systems available,
either of the whole systems [13] or separate languages, such as Arabic [14].

Using instance segmentation algorithms for character detection can be effective in image-based
tasks involving handwriting, as opposed to OCR for scanned text, where semantic segmentation is
employed to separate text from background, e.g., in the case of Czechoslovak scanned documents
[15]. Instance segmentation using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is applied to detect the
boundaries of individual objects. It is usually used for other tasks, such as segmenting leaves in plants
[16], cars in a parking lot [17], or ships and airplanes from satellite images [18].

Although instance segmentation algorithms are usually used for tasks other than letter segmen-
tation, they also have a high potential to find letters in photographs. Instance segmentation can make
it possible to recognize characters in different font styles and photographs of various quality if a large
enough dataset is available, and it is not necessary to separate the text from the non-text part.

4 Data Collection and Preparation
4.1 Obtaining Data

Photographs of Palmyrene inscriptions were obtained from several private sources with their
consent, from public online sources, and by taking photographs in the respective museums. The pho-
tographs of inscriptions originate from Arbeia Roman Fort and Museum1, Archaeological Museum
of Palmyra2, The British Museum3, Carlsberg Glyptotek4, Hypogeum of Three Brothers5, MET
Museum6, Musée du Louvre7, Musei Vaticani8, Museum of the American University, Beirut9, The
Getty Villa Museum10, National Museum in Prague11, Royal Ontario Museum12, The Pushkin State
Museum of Fine Arts13 and The State Hermitage Museum14.

1https://arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/.
2https://virtual-museum-syria.org/palmyra/.
3https://www.britishmuseum.org/.
4https://glyptoteket.dk/.
5https://archeologie.culture.gouv.fr/palmyre/en/mediatheque/hypogeum-three-brothers-palmyra-7.
6https://www.metmuseum.org/.
7https://www.louvre.fr/en.
8https://www.museivaticani.va/content/museivaticani/en.html.
9https://www.aub.edu.lb/museum_archeo/Pages/default.aspx.
10https://www.getty.edu/visit/villa.
11https://www.nm.cz/en.
12https://www.rom.on.ca/en.
13https://pushkinmuseum.art/?lang=en.
14https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/.
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4.2 Checking Transcriptions
Prior to the annotation, the collected photographs were checked. For each photo, the visible letters

were checked. For some photographs, previously published transcriptions were available and edited to
match the visible characters in the photographs. For those photographs that did not have transcripts
available, transcripts were created.

4.3 Annotation and Pre-Processing
The annotation of the instance segmentation dataset was based on the checked and newly created

transcriptions and was completed in the Roboflow annotation tool using 26 classes corresponding
with the Palmyrene characters. Table 1 shows the complete list.

Table 1: Palmyrene character classes in multi-class segmentation

Class index Class name Transcription Palmyrene

0 One 1
1 Ten 10/100
2 Twenty 20
3 Aleph
4 Ayin
5 Beth b
6 Gimel g
7 He h
8 Heth h.
9 Kaph k
10 Lamedh l
11 Mem m
12 Nun n
13 Nun_final n
14 Pe p
15 Qoph q
16 Resh/daleth r/d
17 Right >
18 Sadhe s.
19 Samekh s
20 Shin š
21 Taw t
22 Teth t.
23 Waw w
24 Yodh y
25 Zayin z
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The characters “left” and “right” are paratextual signs similar to punctuation marks.
Traditionally, they are labeled “ivy leaf” and put either at the beginning or at the end of a line, or
a whole text in Palmyrene Aramaic and Greek inscriptions. Generally, the “left” ivy leaf is used much
more often than its right counterpart.

The character “left” was not present in any of the photographs, so it was excluded from the
class list, but it was included in the classification dataset. The characters “resh” and “daleth” were
combined into a single class because they are often written identically, with their distinction depending
only on the context. Sometimes, “resh” is marked with a dot above. However, a segment must be a
continuous object. Hence, the dot will make a separate segment. There are some dotted “resh” in
the dataset, but they are a minority compared to the volume of those that are not dotted.

The same blending applies to characters “10” and “100”, “5” and “ayin”. In some visual variants,
this also applies to the pair “mem” and “qoph” and the pair “heth” and “sadhe”, however, they were
preserved as a separate class, as other visual variants are distinguishable.

5 Methodology
5.1 Instance Segmentation

Segmentation is the most intricate of the three computer vision tasks: classification, object
detection, and segmentation [19]. It involves pixel-level classification, where pixels are grouped based
on the selected class, revealing the precise boundaries of objects. There are two main types of
segmentation: semantic segmentation, which clusters pixels belonging to the same class regardless
of whether objects overlap, and instance segmentation, which identifies individual instances of objects
within the same class. Instance segmentation determines the outlines of each instance based on factors
such as shape, texture, brightness, and color [20].

During the training of an instance segmentation model, four types of losses are minimized in
parallel, including box, segmentation, class, and distributional focal (box_loss, seg_loss, cls_loss,
dfl_loss). The box loss measures the difference between predicted bounding box coordinates and the
ground truth bounding box coordinates for each object instance, typically calculated as smooth L1
loss. The segmentation loss quantifies the difference between the predicted segmentation mask and the
ground truth mask for each object instance. The class loss describes the variation between predicted
class probabilities and the true class labels associated with each object instance. It is typically computed
using a categorical cross-entropy loss function. The distributional focal loss is a modified version of
the focal loss employed to solve the class imbalance problem. More information about the losses can
be found in the literature [21].

This study uses two approaches to extract text from a photo using instance segmentation.

5.1.1 Single-Class Instance Segmentation

The first approach aims to segment letters regardless of their class and semantic meaning. Hence,
the identified segments are ordered as text (right to left, top to bottom), and plotted one by one in
the empty images (as described in Section 5.4, Custom Tools). These individual images are input
for classification, and the classified features in the correct order form the entire text in the photo.
This approach of looking for segments in only one class greatly increases the chance of finding more
segments since the neural network only looks for one class.
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5.1.2 Multi-Class Instance Segmentation

The second approach uses multi-class segmentation. Each letter is identified separately in the
dataset, making it more accurate to find them and draw more correct segmentation masks. However,
many letters are underrepresented in the dataset, so the segmentation algorithms do not find them and
miss them entirely in the resulting text transcription. This problem will be solved through a significant
dataset extension, which is currently in progress.

5.2 Selected Segmentation Models, Their Advantages and Disadvantages, Hyperparameters and
Training

This study selected two instance segmentation algorithms. A comparison between YOLOv8 and
Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) was presented in 2023 [22] and showed
that YOLOv8 performs better on selected images from fish-eye cameras. Like the images of the
sandstone tablets with the Palmyra inscriptions, these images are of lower quality, and YOLOv8 can
find more objects than the more accurate R-CNN. Roboflow Train was also chosen because this
company offers dataset management, integrates an annotation tool, and offers data augmentation
directly in the application. Thus, training directly in this particular application is relevant as the dataset
was annotated there.

5.2.1 YOLOv8

YOLO, short for You Only Look Once, was released in 2016. It belongs to the category of one-
shot detectors, which are generally less accurate but very fast, contrary to two-stage detectors, which
are more accurate and slower [23]. YOLO has been under development for multiple years by Redmond
et al. [24–26] until he decided to retreat from the research in fear of potential misuse by social media
companies and the military; however, other teams took over his work. The first version of YOLO to
incorporate instance segmentation was YOLOv5 in September 2022 [27]. It was developed by Glenn
Jocher as an object detection algorithm [28]. The most contemporary version-YOLOv8, includes
instance segmentation from January 2023 [29].

The main advantages of using YOLO are its training and inference speed, but it generally comes
with lower accuracy.

The selected YOLOv8 instance segmentation model comprises 261 layers, 11800158 parameters,
11800142 gradients, and 42.7 GFLOPs. The complete architecture overview is indicated in Table A1 in
Appendix A. The initial weights “yolov8n-seg.pt” are trained on the COCO dataset, and the transfer
learning technique is used.

5.2.2 Roboflow 3.0 Instance Segmentation (Accurate)

Roboflow Train 3.0 is a model included in the Roboflow web application, released in July 2023
[30]. There are two options: fast or accurate training. However, the company has not publicly disclosed
technical specifics about the structure and architecture. The main advantages are the simplicity of use
and remote training, and the disadvantages are the lack of control over the model, as the only options
the user can influence are the model type and providing a custom dataset with selected augmentation
options.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
Each Palmyrene text within a photo examines whether the correct number of characters is

identified and whether the characters are correctly classified. Error analysis can be performed for
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three main types of errors within the OCR transcription of a whole test set, and more derived metrics
can be used. The following errors can occur when processing a test dataset:

• Insertion Errors: The system found a character where there was none. This study denotes the
number of these errors as I .

• Substitution Errors: The system found the character in a certain location but misclassified it.
This study denotes the number of such errors as S.

• Deletion Errors: There was a character at that location, but the system found no character at
that location. This study denotes the number of these errors as D.

• Total Levenshtein Distance: The total number of errors that occurred during the processing of
the test data set is:

TLD = I + D + S (1)

where TLD is the Total Levenshtein Distance. The Levenshtein Distance, also known as the Edit-
Distance algorithm, measures the number of characters that must be changed, added, or deleted in
the predicted word so that it matches the true word [31]. Total Levenshtein distance does not apply to
a word; it applies to the whole text.

• Total Character Accuracy: In addition to the Total Levenshtein Distance, the system’s behavior
will be evaluated using the Total Character Accuracy metric, which will rate the overall quality
of the transcript. This study denotes the total number of letters as N and the Total Character
Accuracy as TCA, where:

TCA = 100 · (N − S − D)

N
(2)

Thus, TCA determines the percentage of characters correctly found and correctly classified in
the test dataset. The TCA value does not depend on the number of insertion errors I . Therefore, the
value of the I parameter or the Total Levenshtein Distance that incorporates the I value must also be
considered when evaluating the system’s overall quality.

5.4 Custom Tools
The image is processed to text, as shown in Fig. 1.

5.4.1 Prediction Scripts

Due to the use of two segmentation methods and, thus, four different models, the characters in
images are predicted in multiple ways. However, a 40% confidence score is always set as a threshold.

This study predicts using the stored model on the web server for single-class segmentation using
YOLO. It obtains a list of identified segments labeled as “1” only (meaning a character). These are
then sorted by the developed program from right to left, top to bottom (see Section 5.4.3 Sort), and
after sorting, they are printed on a square image (Section 5.4.3 Draw), which is input to the classifier,
classifying them in that order and outputs the resulting text.

For single-class segmentation using Roboflow, we use the Roboflow API snippet to predict the
segments. The segments are then converted to YOLO format, and the subsequent procedure is identical
to YOLO single-class segmentation.
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Figure 1: Palmyrene character instance segmentation-process flow diagram

Multi-class segmentation using YOLO uses a second model stored on the web server, the outputs
are segments already assigned to the appropriate characters. These are further sorted, and the resulting
text is obtained directly from the sorting tool. When using the last model, Roboflow multi-class
segmentation, the predictions from the “.json” format are converted to the Yolo format. Then, the
segments are sorted to produce the resulting text.

5.4.2 Detecting Rows and Sorting Letters

Classical line detection algorithms for scanned documents assume that the lines are straight, and in
handwritten documents [32], line detection is performed in the original image before detecting separate
letters. Another successful approach to detect lines in documents is to use Google Tesseract [33], but
it does not support the Palmyrene language. The traditional algorithms assume text linearity and
regularity, which is absent in the historical texts captured in the photographs of sandstone inscriptions.
Such handwriting has considerable variability, which causes irregularities in spacing, angles of lines,
and diverse styles, which were unique to each person. Palmyrene also uses irregular fonts in some cases.
It was, therefore, necessary to address the issue in a specific manner.

The study cannot use either of the mentioned approaches because they are not intended to sort
polygons already detected by YOLO or Roboflow Instance Segmentation. Since these polygons are
restored from photographs, the rows in the images are ambiguous and not always straight.
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At first, the algorithm in sort.py reads polygon information in YOLO instance segmentation
format (the class index, points as x, y coordinate tuples, and confidence score). If the format is different,
the variant sort_json.py is used, and subsequently, the output is converted for further processing by
another custom script json_to_yolo.py. The sorting principle is as follows:

1. The average height h of the polygons (xi,yi) is determined (see Fig. 2).

2. Polygons are sorted in descending order according to their yi coordinate.

3. Splitting into rows: For all pairs of polygons ((xi, yi), (xi+1, yi+1)), i = 1, ... , n–1, we determine,
whether

|yi+1 − yi| > 0.5 · h (3)

If the result of the inequality is true, yi becomes the last polygon of the current row and yi+1 becomes
the first polygon of the subsequent row.

4. Polygons (xi, yi), i = 1, ..., n, are arranged in each row based on the size of the xi coordinate in
descending order (the Palmyrene text is read from right to left).

Finally, the output text is printed, and the sorted polygons are saved to the file whose name was
specified when the script was run.

Figure 2: Coordinates (xi, yj)

5.4.3 Visualization Tools

Sort

The sorting tool includes plotting the polygons and class names in a plot, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Draw

draw.py visualizes separate polygons, which are printed into a black-and-white binary image in the
correct order, which is an input to classification. The relative coordinates of the polygons (obtained
by YOLO or converted to YOLO format from the “.json” format used by Roboflow 3.0) are scaled
to match the size of the original image. The algorithm processes each polygon in the dataset. It scales
the polygon’s relative coordinates to fit the original image’s size. Then, the polygons are drawn as
white letters into a black image in the original polygon size. Subsequently, the polygons are cropped
or stretched to a target size (80 × N or N × 80) based on the aspect ratio of the polygons and put in
the center of a 100 × 100 black image, which is saved with a filename that indicates the polygon index.
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The output of this tool is illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, the letters are classified using the classification
prediction script, resulting in a final list of transcribed letters.

Figure 3: Plotted polygons from YOLO multi-class and single-class predictions of a photo of
“Inv.1438/8582, Archaeological museum of Palmyra”, generated by sort.py tool
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Figure 4: Plotted and sorted polygons for classification

6 Results
6.1 Training Results

The models were trained on the dataset consisting of 119 images with 3578 hand-annotated
Palmyrene characters, resized to 920 × 920 pixels, and augmented to triple the dataset size using the
following augmentation options:

• Grayscale: Apply to 50% of images

• Saturation: Between −60% and +60%

• Brightness: Between −11% and +11%

• Exposure: Between −11% and +11%

• Blur: Up to 1.25px

The value of the loss functions box_loss, seg_loss, cls_loss, and dfl_loss on the training set steadily
decreases during the learning process.

The values of the four loss functions on the validation datasets oscillate, but their mean values
also reduce. The smoothest decrease of the validation loss functions can be observed on the YOLOv8
multi-class model and the most random changes on the Roboflow 3.0 single-class model. The
detailed training Figs. A1–A8 are provided in Appendix A. Table 2 lists the training results of each
segmentation algorithm after the first and last epochs are rounded to 2 decimal places. There are 100
epochs for the YOLOv8 model and 120 epochs for the Roboflow model.
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Table 2: Training of all models in the first and last epoch

Model Roboflow 3.0
multi-class

YOLOv8
multi-class

Roboflow 3.0
single-class

YOLOv8
single-class

First epoch box_loss 1.56 1.11 1.15 2.28
seg_loss 2.91 2.12 2.21 4.63
cls_loss 2.97 0.95 0.97 3.30
dfl_loss 1.23 0.95 1.04 1.59

Last epoch box_loss 0.31 0.68 0.62 0.84
seg_loss 0.85 1.57 1.36 1.71
cls_loss 0.30 0.48 0.39 0.48
dfl_loss 0.14 0.85 0.86 0.87

6.2 Evaluation Results
The success of single-class segmentation with subsequent classification and multi-class segmen-

tation was evaluated on six images with Palmyrene inscriptions with 216 characters. Each image
was analyzed for errors specified in the Section 5. Only images with clear inscriptions were selected
for the test, as the models did not perform well on lower-quality images. Tables A2–A7 include the
original texts and comparisons to predictions available in Appendix B and a summary is present in
Table 3. Original text in [brackets] indicates letters that are not visible in the photo but are part of the
inscription. Errors in the predicted texts are labeled in the texts as follows:

Table 3: Overall evaluation of all models

YOLO
single-class

YOLO
multi-class

Roboflow
single-class

Roboflow
multi-class

Insertion Errors 9 6 0 8
Deletion Errors 2 7 10 17
Substitution Errors 47 7 60 5
Total Character
Accuracy

77.3% 93.5% 67.6% 89.8%

Total Levenshtein
Distance

58 20 70 30

(1) insertion errors: bold and underlined, (2) substitution errors: bold, (3) deletion errors: bold dash-.
All plotted figures with texts generated by the sort.py tool are available on GitHub [12].

7 Discussion

The results indicated that the Roboflow 3.0 multi-class model should be theoretically best
performing as the losses in the last epoch are the least of all trained models. However, it ultimately
achieves a Total Levenshtein Distance of 30 and a Total Character Accuracy of 89.8%, placing
this model in second position. The subsequent tests showed that the YOLO multi-class instance
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segmentation model performs best with the least Total Levenshtein Distance of only 20 and the highest
Total Character Accuracy of 93.5%. The evaluation of both these models proved that using the multi-
class segmentation method attains satisfactory results because the predicted segmentation mask shapes
are very accurate.

However, the single-class instance segmentation method with consecutive classification is insuffi-
cient for practical use as the Total Character Accuracy reached only 77.3% for the YOLO single-class
instance segmentation model, and its Total Levenshtein Distance was too high with the value of 58,
due to a high number of misclassified characters. The Roboflow single-class model reached 67.6%
Total Character Accuracy with a Total Levenshtein Distance of 70.

Although the classifier of handwritten Palmyrene characters, which was utilized to classify the
predicted polygons created from instance segmentation masks, reached over 98% for classifying
handwritten characters [1], the issue causing the misclassification can be the thickness of the lines,
as the classifier was trained on artificially written characters with a fixed line thickness, which was
significantly smaller. Sometimes, the predicted segmentation masks were very wide. Also, some of the
predicted segments had incomplete shapes.

The best performing (YOLO multi-class) model was implemented in the web application ML-
research [3] under the tab “Segmentation & Transcript”.

The average accuracy of the OCR of Egyptian hieroglyphs was 66.64%, surpassing the state of
art, which was 55.27% before that [9]. Arabic character recognition using Deep Belief Network (DBF)
and Convolutional Deep Belief Network (CDBF) was 83.7% accuracy on the IFN/ENIT Database
on a model that reached 97.4% accuracy during training [34]. A Holography graph neuron-based
system (HoloGN) for handwritten Persian characters [35] was over 90% accuracy when using a dataset
extracted from 500000 images of isolated Farsi characters written by hand by Iranian people, but only
45% on images downsized to 32 × 16 pixels due to memory use optimization when using feedforward
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). By comparing this study’s results to those of others in historical
alphabets OCR, the proposed algorithm performed well with 93.5% accuracy when used on high-
quality images of Palmyrene inscriptions.

8 Limitations and Next Steps

Some limitations can be encountered when using instance segmentation algorithms to identify
Palmyrene characters in photographs. A possible problem arises from underrepresenting some char-
acters in the training dataset. Although some letters such as “b”, “d/r”, “y” and “l” occur in almost
every inscription, others such as “left”, “right”, “pe” and “samekh” appear quite rarely.

In the case of single-class instance segmentation, a limitation is the occasional inaccurate identifi-
cation of polygons derived from the segmentation masks of letters, which can cause the character to be
assigned to a different class than the one to which the letter belongs during subsequent classification.
In order to address this problem, the polygons can be added to the training subset, and the handwritten
character classifier can be retrained. This is subject to testing as it can bias the results of handwriting
classification.

When choosing multi-class segmentation, there is a potentially higher risk of encountering
deletion errors-missing some letters-especially for the Roboflow Instance Segmentation model. Since
this type of segmentation expects very accurate character shapes presented to it during training, this
can lead to missed letters in the recognized text when predicting texts in new images.
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In the next steps of this research, the focus will be on integrating natural language processing
(NLP) techniques to combine identified letters into words and sentences and to enable translation into
other world languages. Developing an NLP module that interprets contextual relationships between
characters requires collaboration with experts in the Palmyrene language. Continuous and dynamically
updated expansion of the dataset by including photos of Palmyrene inscriptions with newly created
transcriptions will ensure refinement of the current models and experiment with all possible data
augmentation options. The study hopes to include the data in standard OCR training datasets, making
it easily accessible for further experiments.

9 Conclusion

This study creates an instance segmentation model, which can identify and transcribe letters within
high-quality photos of Palmyrene inscriptions with an accuracy of 93.5%, a significant step towards
developing a Palmyrene OCR algorithm.

The development of tools capable of reading the characters and texts of dead languages has
impactful sociological importance, as it links the past and the present. Inscriptions in dead languages
carry information about important aspects of human history, in the case of Palmyrene Aramaic,
recorded in the funerary, honorific, and dedicatory texts. By establishing OCR technology for this
language, the potential for understanding ancient texts is expanded to a wider range of linguists,
historians, archaeologists, museum keepers, and possibly even the non-scholarly public.

The final goal of humanists and linguists is to decipher the letters individually and understand the
entire inscriptions and contextual meaning, which is not a simple objective that can be accomplished
with a single computational task. However, this research is an essential step towards deciphering the
texts in Palmyrene Aramaic, and the methodology used can be applied to the analysis and extraction
of characters from other alphabets that do not use ligatures. The letters can be spatially separated from
each other.
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Appendix A—Training Details

Figure A1: YOLOv8 multi-class training loss

Figure A2: YOLOv8 multi-class validation loss

Figure A3: Roboflow 3.0 multi-class instance segmentation (accurate) training loss
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Figure A4: Roboflow 3.0 multi-class Instance segmentation (accurate) validation loss

Figure A5: YOLOv8 single-class training loss

Figure A6: YOLOv8 single-class validation loss
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Figure A7: Roboflow 3.0 single-class Instance segmentation (accurate) training loss

Figure A8: Roboflow 3.0 single-class Instance segmentation (accurate) validation loss

Table A1: YOLOv8 layers overview

Index From n Params Module Arguments

0 −1 1 928 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [3, 32, 3, 2]
1 −1 1 18560 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [32, 64, 3, 2]
2 −1 1 29056 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [64, 64, 1, True]
3 −1 1 73984 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [64, 128, 3, 2]
4 −1 2 197632 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [128, 128, 2, True]
5 −1 1 295424 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [128, 256, 3, 2]
6 −1 2 788480 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [256, 256, 2, True]
7 −1 1 1180672 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [256, 512, 3, 2]
8 −1 1 1838080 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [512, 512, 1, True]
9 −1 1 656896 ultralytics.nn.modules.SPPF [512, 512, 5]
10 −1 1 0 torch.nn.modules.upsampling.Upsample [None, 2, ‘nearest’]
11 [−1, 6] 1 0 ultralytics.nn.modules.Concat [1]
12 −1 1 591360 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [768, 256, 1]
13 −1 1 0 torch.nn.modules.upsampling.Upsample [None, 2, ‘nearest’]

(Continued)
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Table A1 (continued)

Index From n Params Module Arguments

14 [−1, 4] 1 0 ultralytics.nn.modules.Concat [1]
15 −1 1 148224 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [384, 128, 1]
16 −1 1 147712 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [128, 128, 3, 2]
17 [−1, 12] 1 0 ultralytics.nn.modules.Concat [1]
18 −1 1 493056 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [384, 256, 1]
19 −1 1 590336 ultralytics.nn.modules.Conv [256, 256, 3, 2]
20 [−1, 9] 1 0 ultralytics.nn.modules.Concat [1]
21 −1 1 1969152 ultralytics.nn.modules.C2f [768, 512, 1]
22 [15, 18, 21] 1 2780606 ultralytics.nn.modules.Segment [26, 32, 128, [128, 256,

512]]

Appendix B—Training Details

Table A2: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. 1438/8582, Archaeological museum of Palmyra”, using
all models

Real text YOLO single-class YOLO multi-class Roboflow
single-class

Roboflow
multi-class

qm brt zyb
mlkw h. bl

<m brh. zyb s.lkw
s.bz

qm brt zyb mlkw
h. bl

ym brh. zyb mlky
s.bz

qm brt rzyb mlkw
h. bl

Table A3: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. 88.AA.50, The Getty Villa Museum”, using all models

Real text YOLO single-class YOLO multi-class Roboflow single-class Roboflow multi-class

mqy br m ny mqy br m n- mqy br m ny myy br m-ny mqy br mh. ny

Table A4: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. AO 2205, Musée du Louvre”, using all models

Real text YOLO
single-class

YOLO
multi-class

Roboflow
single-class

Roboflow
multi-class

nysn šnt [3] nyyn šny nysn šnt nysn šnh. nysn šnt
[100] 5 3 qbr 5+1+1+1 qbr y

zhdbwl br
5+1+1+1 100+1 br 5+1+1+1 100br 5+1+1+1 100z1

[d]y zbdbwl br 1 hr hršwr y 1bdbwl br y zbdbwl br br
[...]h br tršwr yny knmr dy h br tršwr y br h.ršwr y 1zbdbwl br
bny kmr dy thg wlbnyh bny nkmr dy bn- kmr dy - br tršwr
lh wlbnwhy lh wlbnwh.y -h wlbn-hy bny kmr dy

lh wlbnw-y
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Table A5: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. 95.28, The MET Museum”, using all models

Real text YOLO
single-class

YOLO
multi-class

Roboflow single-class Roboflow
multi-class

b yk šmh l lm bryyk šh.h l lmmg bryk šmhn l lmg kr20k šmh l lmg bryk hmh l lm
t.b w h. mn bd yk 1nh. mn kd t.b wrh. mn rbd t.k nrs.mlm kn -b wrh. – bd
wmwd h. ggw b wwm20wd h. ggw

kr 20h20yk bd
yrh. 20 dk l h. ywqy

wmwd h. trw br nmnn h. gg20 sr mhpk
sr 20nh. 20 dk 1l
h. 2020hw s.20- bnhn
- h. 20h- b20rh. qs.20r šs.t
n 100 wnww-

wmwd h. –w br

yhyb b y h. y 1nh. 20 bwhy
w h. why byrh.

yhyb br yrh. y yhyb br -rh. y

dk l h. ywhy qlyw šnt 5 100 10
yyw–

dk m - h. ywhy -k l h. ywh-

wh. y bwhy wh. y bwh y wh. y bwhy
w h. why by h. w h. why byrh. w h. h.why byrh.
qnyn šnt 5.100 qnyw šnt 5 r 100 q–r š– 5 100
+40+3 20—- 20+20+1–

Table A6: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. 98.19.4, The MET Museum”, using all models

Real text YOLO single-class YOLO multi-class Roboflow
single-class

Roboflow
multi-class

h. bl [ ]g [br] zbd th bt h zbddqh h. bl g zbd th tb- g zbddqh s.bl g zbddt h

Table A7: Real texts and transcriptions of “Inv. 125024, The British Museum”, using all models

Real text YOLO single-class YOLO multi-class Roboflow
single-class

Roboflow
multi-class

qm brt h. bzy h. bl qhz brh. h. bnp kws. qm- brt
h. b-y h. bl

h.qm- brh. h. b1y kws. qmq- brt h. bzy
h. bl r
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